
C O M P A N Y  P R O F I L E

Achieve operational excellence with our innovative retail management
systems fit for every company and the ever-changing future.

Your 360º
Retail System Solutions 
Provider & Retail Management Expert
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We listen attentively to one’s needs before 
integrating our industry-leading retail 
management system into one’s operation. 
Whether it is a brick-and-mortar, an online 
retailer, or both, we ensure businesses gain 
control of their own business systems via our 
decades-long expertise in POS automation, 
strategic management and warehouse backend in 
the face of rising customer expectations. 

No matter the size or sector, Flexsoft is 
experienced in providing tailored retail 
management software with the technology of 
tomorrow for SMEs, F&B, Service Providers, 
Wholesalers, Distributors, Logistic and other 
start-ups or sectors of any kind. Rest assured that 
we are continuously evolving to meet the 
marketplace needs, so more retail businesses are 
set for business growth.

Company Overview
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Headquartered in Kuala Lumpur, Flexsoft was founded in 1998 and is 
recognized as one of the most sought-after retail system solutions providers in 
Malaysia and beyond. Our passion for the software and IT ecosystem does not 
stop us from venturing into this uncommon field back in the 90s, helping 
retailers thrive in the competitive business realm. Over the last 2 decades, our 
firm has quickly grown from a software company and has now evolved into a 
retail system solutions provider and retail management consultant.

Flexsoft’s DNA has always 
focused on helping retailers 
run better businesses.
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Customers First 
Always prioritise helping our customers in solving 
their problems. Building long-term relationships with 
our customers is the key to customer retention. 

You Can Always Do Better 
Pursue continuous personal growth and always be 
prepared for new challenges. Improve 1% everyday 
from who we were yesterday.

Two Heads Are Better Than One
We can go far beyond our limits when we work 
together as a team. No problem is too big for a team 
to handle.

Embrace Tradition & Innovation  
Tradition without innovation can feel stagnant and 
unmotivated. Innovation without tradition can feel 
overwhelming and unrealistic. Dare to be creative by 
discovering new ways to grow the company, but 
never forget where we came from.

Passion In All We Do  
Having passion is the greatest motivation. Always 
have passion in everything we do and be energetic 
always. 

Core ValuesVision
We aim to be recognised as the leading 
business management software company 
that enriches business owners’ daily operations. 

Mission
To enhance the growth of our customers who 
are from various business industries with 
innovative & reliable solutions that are practical 
and functional. 

To deliver high-quality & holistic business 
management software solutions that allow 
humans & technology to work seamlessly together. 
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The company converted to
Flexsoft Technology Sdn Bhd

focusing on POS systems.

We are leading software
designs  based on timely

advanced technologies including
Win32, FoxPro, SQL and more.

We celebrated our 10th
anniversary & continue to 

strive for continual growth. 

We celebrated the
company’s 20th anniversary &

moved into the new corporate office.

Our system achieves an
ERP-level of functionality,

delivering a better service for all.

We have fully embraced
and embark on new systems

designs, based on cloud
technologies and
online services.

2003
Y E A R

2008
Y E A R

2018
Y E A R

2019
Y E A R

2020
Y E A R

Business kick-started
as Flexcom specialising

in software house business.

1998
Y E A R
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We Strive to Become A Partner
You Can Depend on in the Long Run

Our milestones and accomplishments illustrate our company's 
journey – from a basic software company to a cross-border 
solution provider in the retail system ecosystem.

Our Milestone



Our Solutions
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Be at the Forefront of the “New Retail” Market 
with our Omnichannel Retail Management Solutions
From front-line to backend, Flexsoft has the optimal solution 
that connects all important departments in the company. 
Discover how our holistic software solutions can enrich your 
complex retail business operations. Ultimate

Retail Solutions
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Advanced
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Exchange System
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Flexsoft Technology Sdn Bhd
(200301006049)

+603 - 6279 9621

business@flexsoft-tech.com

www.flexsoft-tech.com

B-3-15, Block B, Ativo Plaza, No 1, 
Jalan PJU 9/1, Damansara Avenue, 
Bandar Sri Damansara, 52200, Selangor. 

Your First Step towards
Retail Transformation



Your 360º
Retail System Solutions 
Provider & Retail Management Expert

Achieve operational excellence with our innovative retail management
systems fit for every company and the ever-changing future.

P R O D U C T  P R O F I L E
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Our Solutions
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Be at the Forefront of the “New Retail” Market 
with our Omnichannel Retail Management Solutions
From front-line to backend, Flexsoft has the optimal solution 
that connects all important departments in the company. 
Discover how our holistic software solutions can enrich your 
complex retail business operations. 



Made for multiple industries ranging from retail, restaurants, services and more, 
our cashiering solution accepts different kinds of payments, such as cashless 
transactions, so customers can pay the way they want. The automated cashiering 
system intelligently calculates the price of items on discounts or scheduled 
promotions for both standard customers and members. In addition to its 
automation perks, the price checker system provides insight into the inquiry and 
sales conversion rates. You can ensure correct handling and effective loss 
prevention with strict and systematic control of all cash flow processes. Apart from 
that, an OMO integration allows your outlets to adapt to the new retail business 
model alongside a pre-order-and-collection feature. Take advantage of the 
integrated employee attendance system with fingerprint recognition technology 
that helps to record accurate and reliable attendance. 

With the membership module and a recognized CRM system integrated into our 
POS solution, customers can sign-up as new members instantly at the counter. 
You can explore customers’ insights and track and trace their history data all in one 
place. Increase customer engagement with the help of auto points rewarding while 
purchasing and grants redemption of cash value vouchers. This loyalty program 
system allows you to turn every customer into a regular and return for more 
rewards. Furthermore, thanks to our flexible pricing options, you can break them 
into different segmentations with different privileges. And with that, loyal 
customers are able to enjoy special prices, member-only discounts, and 
promotions. 

By using cloud technology, we allow business owners to keep track of inventory 
updates on-the-go. It provides real-time inventory synchronization across 
platforms to ensure accurate stock check-ups. This smart inventory management 
system is customizable according to your needs. Moreover, the inventory 
management feature allows you to undergo a full cycle of internal stock 
distribution, including stock requests, transfers, purchases and billing. With a 
built-in AI-driven stock reordering system, you can look into historical data, provide 
suggestive ordering and documents to suppliers, automate routine replenishment 
tasks, and prevent stock-outs or over-selling. 

Cashiering

Membership

Inventory Management

Feature Highlights
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POS is the centre of any retail business outlet, not only it 
controls and ensures smooth operations, the system 
automation also allows the front line people to work more 
efficiently, with less time spent behind counters and better 
service to customers.

Retail Point of Sales
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Seamlessly integrates your Point of Sale to your physical and online stores, such as 
popular online marketplaces or renowned E-commerce websites. Imagine you now 
can sell to customers in-store and online simultaneously without having to 
manage both individually. This unified multi channel selling platform helps sync 
orders in real-time across all online and offline sales platforms, delivering a 
much-improved management process. This omnichannel process model not only 
automatically communicates order, inventory, and shipping info, the real-time flow 
of data eliminates manual data entry, thus reducing human errors and man-hours 
in handling orders.

The OMO feature bridges the gap between online and offline stores experience, 
bringing a top-notch omnichannel experience that tops customer expectations. 
This one-stop shopping experience helps to ensure long-term customer loyalty 
and interaction. In addition, you get to gather and access customer behaviour 
footprints. With this valuable data, your marketing team will be able to analyse and 
formulate more efficient marketing strategies in the coming future. Furthermore, a 
buy-online-pickup-in-store (BOPIS) is included in this OMO feature, whereby 
customers can pick up in your physical store after checking out from your online 
store. Flexible promotions mechanism in this unified ecosystem allows either 
cross-selling or exclusive promotions between online and offline as well. 

Marketplace Integration

Online-merge-offline (OMO)

Feature Highlights
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Online sales channel is now an integral part of retail business, 
and become increasingly important for retailers to reach out, 
hence integration of POS/ERP with online channels is crucial 
for business owners to gain and maintain competitive 
advantage

E-commerce/
Cloud Solutions
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Take the complexity out of billing and procurement with our backend operations 
and warehousing solution. Minimise the supply chain’s data entry effort when it 
comes to ordering, delivering, and all the way to invoicing. Take the hassle out of 
the process of converting sales quotations and other documents and let 
automation fulfil your needs in suggestive reordering, purchase orders as well as 
goods receiving. Make better decisions with the help of suggestive features and 
save time. Moreover, it ensures your team will get complete control over every 
purchase, thus reducing wastage and human errors.

Fulfil orders efficiently and keep track of the goods movement between central 
warehouses and retail branches with supply and distribution features. Take 
advantage of this feature that helps handle stock requests and transfers within 
internal chains much easier. In addition, you can access information such as 
purchase orders and invoices in real time. Make the most out of the android mobile 
scanning device with AI reordering and forecasting demand which reduces 
wastage. Accelerate order delivery by automatically generating pick sheets, 
scheduling orders and kickstarting the shipping process all from one platform.

This feature allows you to access the industry-leading Warehouse Management 
System (WMS) software that satisfies various warehousing needs of different 
enterprise sizes. Apart from tracking inventory from multiple locations with rack 
and zone, it supports a diverse collection of standard warehouse storage 
procedures; for instance, ASN, kitting, product tracking, picking and packing, 
location recommendations, RFID barcode scanning and more.

Billing and Procurement

Supply and Distribution

Integration with Warehouse Management

Feature Highlights
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Stock balances, movements, adjustments, on-demand checks 
as well as comprehensive Unit of Measure (UOM) and 
materials handling, are all important segments of the inbuilt 
inventory control system. The right relationship together with 
SKU management, merchandising, billing and purchasing are 
the keys to drive multiple industries forward with clean and 
clear directions.

Backend Operations 
and Warehousing
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We are here to help you manage and simplify all areas of employees' operations 
effectively, and that includes staff access. Take control of staff purchase limits 
along with a comprehensive report whilst tracking staff purchasing discounts. With 
distinctive access and control to different groups based on classifiable user login 
accounts, you can expect efficient labour management through and through.

Access to powerful reports that put business insights in the palm of your hand. 
Track your company’s business performance on a daily, weekly and monthly basis 
via a user-friendly dashboard with intuitive metrics. What’s more, all real-time and 
extensive reports can be viewed via smartphones when you are on the go. Various 
departments are able to take advantage of the business analytics and reporting 
too. Hence, they can make better and more strategic business actions with a 
one-stop analysis solution. Besides making better decisions with sales reports, 
this feature is incorporated with a built-in report editor tool for convenient data 
access within the Management Information Systems (MIS) department.

With a mobile device at hand, this feature allows you and the person in charge to 
access cloud-based Business Intelligence (BI) on-the-go as long as there is an 
internet connection. It will enable managers and business owners to assess 
business performance and have more in-depth insights in real-time with 
up-to-date analytics. Additionally, swift decisions can be based on actionable 
insights converted from the data report. As your business’ financial visibility 
increases along with growth monitoring, you can analyse profit and loss across all 
branches and outlet locations without hassle.

Staff Access Management

Analytics and Reports

Business Intelligence

Feature Highlights
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The solution oriented business software not only takes care of 
operations, but also plays extremely important role in keeping 
the middle and top management informed of timely 
happenings and results, thus certain features are created to 
empower managers and owners with convenience to manage 
and monitor, before making fast and effective decisions

Features for 
The Management

1 1



Keep all things financial in one place for convenient access. Rather than utilising 
third-party accounting software, you can maximise your savings potential with a 
built-in accounting module. In addition, you can expect an increase in business' 
financial visibility thanks to the seamless user experience of this feature. And with 
that, you will have less worries about back office money matters and more time to 
focus on your business. 

Automation simplifies back office operations more than you think. Automating 
routine tasks such as business transactions, payments, and cash management can 
be done in just a few clicks, saving time and effort. Moreover, it eliminated manual 
business data entry as well as the prevention of possible human errors. Without a 
doubt, the efficiency and productivity of the finance department will rise 
throughout the business operation.
 

Data reporting tools offer a modern yet easy-to-navigate reporting style to 
simplify the viewing of complex financial data. With robust financial reporting at 
hand, you will hold more control over projects and financial risks. Rest assured that 
this single financial data source is easy to navigate, bringing you practical 
comparison layouts to showcase an efficient overview of profits, historical 
performance, benchmarking, and other value-related sections. 

Accounting System

System Automation

Data Reporting Tools

Feature Highlights
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The accounting add-on is created for the convenience of 
finance data processing, with usual features that include 
handling of debtors, creditors and general ledgers, and helps to 
consolidate numbers from sales and stock values into financial 
reports. This segment greatly streamlines mundane processes 
and saves valuable time.

Accounting and Finance
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The system’s advanced data processing engine is so powerful 
that it allows each company to use it differently according to 
document processing needs, Common examples are on 
flexible SKU/prices syncing criteria, or sending various types of 
transaction documents across different locations. It can even 
be used to automatically perform given tasks at scheduled 
timing.

Advanced Data 
Exchange System

Experience a near real-time sync and updates of master information from HQ 
backend to all frontlines with a flexible data synchronization feature. This 
responsive feature is fully integrated with the necessary system and promptly 
consolidates sales data from all sales channels into the centralized HQ backend, 
including both online and offline orders. Furthermore, the synchronization system 
supports conditional sending of user-specific data only by specifying filters and 
criteria, such as only selected pricing or promotions to be updated to selected 
outlets. 

With this feature, pre-set and automatically converting any transaction documents 
can greatly minimize manual work. Apart from that, the transaction and document 
conversion feature also promotes time-saving and data accuracy. For instance, 
automatic generation of documents can range from purchase order into goods 
receiving, goods return into sales return, stock request into the stock transfer, 
quotation into a sales order, delivery order into Goods Received Note (GRN), auto 
returns, billings or adjustment, for oversupply or short-supply, and more. 

You can expect a simplified operation with the help of a schedule when it comes to 
a myriad of business tasks within a company. This feature supports the ability to 
pre-set operational tasks to run at specific schedules. Without the need to 
manually command, you can ensure tasks such as periodic stock reconciliations, 
intercompany billing and receiving, online orders downloading, procurement 
expiration, and more kickstart at a specific time.

Flexible Data Synchronization

Transaction and Document Conversion

Scheduled Business Tasks

Feature Highlights
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